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Public Minutes of the Meeting of the
ICE Swap Rate Oversight Committee of

ICE Benchmark Administration
(“IBA” or “the Company”)

held on 17 January 2019 - 16:00 GMT

PRESENT: Stephen Pickford, Chairman
Michael Barletta (by phone)
David Clark
George Handjinicolaou
Matthew Horton on behalf of Chris Rhodes
Stelios Tselikas
Emma Vick

IN ATTENDANCE: Tim Bowler
Julia ten Elsen (Committee Secretary)
Antonios Gkoulousis
Chris McFadden

APOLOGIES: Daniel Marcus

CIRCULATION: IBA Website

Welcome and apologies for absence
The Chairman welcomed the Members of the ICE Swap Rate Oversight Committee to the
meeting and noted the apologies as listed above.

Declaration of conflicts of interest
No member had any new conflicts to declare.

ISROC Minutes
Full Minutes
The full minutes of the ICE Swap Rate Oversight Committee meeting held on 16 October 2018
were considered and approved with a minor change.

Public Minutes
The public minutes of the ICE Swap Rate Oversight Committee meeting held on 16 October
2018 were considered and approved for publication.

Matters Arising
The Chairman noted that the matters arising were covered under Agenda Item 8.

Dashboards
IBA presented the Committee with the dashboard for Q4 2018 and highlighted market events
that had impacted the rates and volumes traded over different tenors and currencies.

Incidents
There were no incidents to report.
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Periodic Review
Benchmark Statement for ISR
IBA noted that the Benchmark Statement was currently published on the IBA website and
required periodic review under the BMR.

The Committee considered and approved this periodic review as complete.

Committee’s Terms of Reference
IBA drew the Committee’s attention to the Terms of Reference noting that under the BMR more
information was required about the Committee’s workings, background, quorum and voting
rights.

The Committee considered and approved the Terms of Reference.

Internal and External Audit Update
IBA advised the Committee that ICE’s internal audit had conducted an audit to verify that the
ICE Swap Rate calculation was in line with its methodology. IBA informed the Committee that
the finding had been Satisfactory adding that ICE’s audit ratings are Satisfactory, Needs
Improvement and Unsatisfactory.

IBA updated the Committee about the current status of the ongoing external audit.

ISR/LIBOR Relationship Update
The Committee noted that there were no major developments impacting ISR since the update
in October 2018. IBA confirmed that it would keep the Committee apprised of any news and
developments.

Brexit
The Committee noted that IBA was in a good position regardless of the outcome of Brexit on
29 March 2019.

Any Other Business
The Chairman advised the Committee that he would shortly start the annual effectiveness
review of the Committee.

IBA noted that ICE Swap Rates for USD had not been published on 05 December 2018 to
mark the national day of mourning for President George H W Bush. The Committee noted that
SIFMA had recommended this and that IBA had had calls with market players and had updated
its website accordingly.

The Committee was informed that on 24 December and 31 December 2018, IBA published for
the USD RATES 1100 run only some of the tenors of the curve due to the lack of liquidity on
the electronic venues for these particular days. This had led to a query as to why certain tenors
were published while others which are more widely used were not (e.g. on 31 December 2018
the 30Y tenor was published whilst the 10Y was not). IBA confirmed that this is what the
calculation methodology dictates.

With there being no further business to discuss, the Chairman closed the meeting.

_______________________
Stephen Pickford

Chairman


